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Craft the ultimate cookie creations for holidays and parties! In this comprehensive guide, master

sugar artist and internationally popular blogger Georganne Bell shares all her insider tips and

inspiring ideas. Learn how to create decadent designs and colorful cookies that look and taste

amazing! With a wealth of resources you won't find elsewhere, this book is perfect for beginning

decorators and seasoned pros alike.
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I received this book yesterday and I had to look at every page from the beginning to the end. Easy

to read and understand EXCEPT...this book is being reprinted due to mistakes on 30 pages of the

color charts. The author is aware of this and says the book should be available around

Thanksgiving according to the publisher. "The new books with the accurate charts will have

UPDATED on the cover on the yellow banner talking about the color charts." Georganne Bell's

response to a question on her blog.

I just love this book! It is so full of wonderful information and I can't wait to try some of the color

combinations. What a great information book this is. Not only full of information but of wit and fun!

Thank you so much for writing it. It was certainly worth the wait!

This book is beautiful. As a beginner cookie artist it is the dream resource guide to techniques,

recipes, and colors. I am so grateful to Georganne for her witty and wonderful personality. She



explains things in a way that makes you really feel like you can do it too. I would recommend this to

anyone who loves to bake and anyone who already makes decorated cookies. It's awesome.

The book is fun enough to just sit down and read like a novel! Georganne writes conversationally

and I have found myself thinking: "I could probably pull that off! She makes it look so easy!" The

quality of the book is fantastic with one exception-- the guts/pages of my book were inserted upside

down! I like the catchy title and would buy more to give as gifts!**This product was a personal

purchase for myself at the normal retail price. I am reviewing it solely because I want to share my

experience with other potential customers. I have received no compensation for my review nor do I

have any relationship with the seller or manufacturer of this product.

Your GO TO book for cookie decorating is HERE!Not only is it beautifully photographed, but has all

the necessary elements to get you started down your own "cookie path"! If you are a beginner, or a

cookie expert, you will appreciate all this book has to offer.

The Cookie Companion book is a wonderful guide for the cookie decorator with helpful tips on

everything cookie related. The author is amazing and helpful and explains everything in detail for us

to get our cookies gorgeous like hers.The recipes are delicious and the color guide is super helpful.

Georganne did an amazing job and everyone that wants to decorate cookies should have a copy of

this book! Highly recommended!

Super book! This is one book that I will keep on my craft shelf, close at hand. I am so pleased with

the numerous color charts that Ms. Bell included and am excited to try using my creativity to

"frankenstein" and repurpose all of my cookie cutters! She is a wonderful teacher and breaks

everything down so that you can accomplish even more difficult techniques in a simple way. And of

course, she makes it all look gorgeous! The best part, though, is that now I think it's possible for me

to do the same!

Whether you are a beginner or an advanced cookie decorator, The Cookie Companion is a "must

have" in your arsenal. Georganne's insights and tips are easy to understand and implement. ...and

the chocolate cut-out recipe is delicious!
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